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Anticipating a Nuclear Iran
2019 Missile Defense Review - January 2019 According to a senior administration
official, a number of new technologies are highlighted in the report. The review
looks at "the comprehensive environment the United States faces, and our allies
and partners face. It does posture forces to be prepared for capabilities that
currently exist and that we anticipate in the future." The report calls for major
investments from both new technologies and existing systems. This is a very
important and insightful report because many of the cost assessments for these
technologies in the past, which concluded they were too expensive, are no longer
applicable. Why buy a book you can download for free? We print this book so you
don't have to. First you gotta find a good clean (legible) copy and make sure it's
the latest version (not always easy). Some documents found on the web are
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are difficult to read. We
look over each document carefully and replace poor quality images by going back
to the original source document. We proof each document to make sure it's all
there - including all changes. If you find a good copy, you could print it using a
network printer you share with 100 other people (typically its either out of paper or
toner). If it's just a 10-page document, no problem, but if it's 250-pages, you will
need to punch 3 holes in all those pages and put it in a 3-ring binder. Takes at
least an hour. It's much more cost-effective to just order the latest version from
Amazon.com This book includes original commentary which is copyright material.
Note that government documents are in the public domain. We print these large
documents as a service so you don't have to. The books are compact, tightlybound, full-size (8 1/2 by 11 inches), with large text and glossy covers. 4th Watch
Publishing Co. is a HUBZONE SDVOSB. https: //usgovpub.com

U. S. Strategic Nuclear Forces
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. This is the second of
two vol. on the history of strategic air and ballistic missile defense from 1945 to
1972. It covers 1955¿1972, and is organized into five interrelated chapters.
Chapter I provides a comparison of U.S. and Soviet strategies, Chapters II and III
deal with U.S. strategy and Soviet strategy, while Chapters IV and V cover U.S.
systems and Soviet systems. The Executive Summary has three major groupings:
one, to reflect the contextual setting of decision-making, circa 1955; the second, to
highlight strategic air defense policy comparisons and contrasts, 1955¿1972; and a
third, to present judgments and conclusions about the results of the play of factors
and perceptions which molded air defense decisions during these years.
Illustrations.

EVOLUTION OF THE US SEA-BASED NUCLEAR MISSILE
DETERRENT: WARFIGHTING CAPABILITIES
More than 200,000 U.S. military personnel participated in atmospheric nuclear
weapons tests between 1945 and the 1963 Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
Questions persist, such as whether that test participation is associated with the
timing and causes of death among those individuals. This is the report of a
mortality study of the approximately 70,000 soldiers, sailors, and airmen who
participated in at least one of five selected U.S. nuclear weapons test series1 in the
1950s and nearly 65,000 comparable nonparticipants, the referents. The
investigation described in this report, based on more than 5 million person-years of
mortality follow-up, represents one of the largest cohort studies of military
veterans ever conducted.

Global Trends 2025
Prepared by the Nat. Intell. Council to stimulate strategic thinking about the future
by identifying key trends, the factors that drive them, where they may be headed,
and how they might interact. It uses scenarios to illustrate some of the many ways
in which the drivers examined in the study (e.g., globalization, demography, the
rise of new powers, the decay of internat. institutions, climate change, and the
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challenges
and opportunities for
future decisionmakers. Contents: The Globalizing Economy; The Demographics of
Discord; The New Players; Scarcity in the Midst of Plenty?; Growing Potential for
Conflict; BRIC¿s Bust-Up: Will the Internat. System Be Up to the Challenges?; Powersharing in a Multipolar World. Illus.

National Security Issues of the USSR
Report of the defense science board task force on nuclear
weapon effects test, evaluation, and simulation
The report notes that in the near term nuclear weapons will remain a fundamental
element of U.S. national security. For this reason it emphasizes the importance of
maintaining a safe, secure, and reliable deterrent nuclear force and makes
recommendations on this front. The report also offers measures to advance
important goals such as preventing nuclear terrorism and bolstering the nuclear
nonproliferation regime--Foreword.

Toward Deeper Reductions in U.S. and Russian Nuclear
Weapons
Global Nuclear Landscape 2018 - Official American Intelligence
Inventory of Nuclear Stockpiles in Russia, China, North Korea,
Facilities Maps, Warhead
Underground facilities are used extensively by many nations to conceal and
protect strategic military functions and weapons' stockpiles. Because of their depth
and hardened status, however, many of these strategic hard and deeply buried
targets could only be put at risk by conventional or nuclear earth penetrating
weapons (EPW). Recently, an engineering feasibility study, the robust nuclear earth
penetrator program, was started by DOE and DOD to determine if a more effective
EPW could be designed using major components of existing nuclear weapons. This
activity has created some controversy about, among other things, the level of
collateral damage that would ensue if such a weapon were used. To help clarify
this issue, the Congress, in P.L. 107-314, directed the Secretary of Defense to
request from the NRC a study of the anticipated health and environmental effects
of nuclear earth-penetrators and other weapons and the effect of both
conventional and nuclear weapons against the storage of biological and chemical
weapons. This report provides the results of those analyses. Based on detailed
numerical calculations, the report presents a series of findings comparing the
effectiveness and expected collateral damage of nuclear EPW and surface nuclear
weapons under a variety of conditions.

Effects of Nuclear Earth-Penetrator and Other Weapons
Military Industry and Regional Defense Policy re-examines military industrialization
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impact of security perceptions on such policy-making. Timothy D. Hoyt reassesses
the role of regional state sub-systems in international relations, and recent
historical studies of international technology and arms transfers. Looking at Israel,
Iraq and India, the three most powerful regional powers in the Cold War era, he
presesnts an expert analysis of the three-sided phenomena of the regional
hegemony, the regional competitor and the small over-achiever. This new book
breaks away from existing literature on military industries in the developing world,
which has focused on their economic and development costs and benefits. These
past studies have used primitive methodologies that focus on the production of
complete weapons systems - a misleading gauge in a world of growing
international defense cooperation. They have also ignored empirical evidence of
the impact of local military industrial production on Cold War regional conflict, and
of the defence planning and concerns that drove development of indigenous
military industries in key regional powers. This new text delivers an incisive new
perspective.

Weapons of Mass Destruction: Nuclear weapons
U.S. naval forces must be prepared to respond to a broad array of threats. Of
increasing importance are those from chemical and biological warfare (CW and
BW). To help review its current state of preparedness, the Chief of Naval
Operations asked the National Research Council (NRC) to assess the U.S.
Navyâ€™s defense capabilities against CW and BW threats. In particular to what
extent are they being developed to enable naval forces to sense and analyze
quickly the presence of chemical and biological agents, withstand or avoid
exposure to such agents, deal with contamination under a broad spectrum of
operational conditions, and over what period will these capabilities be realized.
This report presents the results of that assessment. It provides an overview of the
potential threats, and an evaluation of the Navyâ€™s operations, non-medical
programs, and medical countermeasures designed to confront those threats. The
report also presents a series of general and specific findings and recommendations
based on these assessments.

National Security Strategy of the United States
The National Nuclear Security Admin. (NNSA) manages and secures the nation¿s
nuclear weapons stockpile, with annual appropriations of $6.4 billion. NNSA
oversees eight contractor-operated sites that execute its programs. Two programs
make up 1/3 of this budget: Readiness in Technical Base and Facilities (RTBF)
Operations of Facilities, which operates and maintains weapons facilities and
infrastructure, and Stockpile Services, which provides R&D and production
capabilities. This report determines the extent to which NNSA¿s budget
justifications for: (1) RTBF Operations of Facilities; and (2) Stockpile Services are
based on the total costs of providing these capabilities. Also discusses the
implications of a smaller stockpile on these costs.

Secretary of Defense and Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
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(1) Introduction;
(2) Background:
The Strategic
Triad: Force Structure
and Size During the Cold War; Force Structure and Size After the Cold War; Future
Force Structure and Size; (3) Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles: Ongoing Plans
and Programs: (a) Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles: Peacekeeper; Minuteman III;
Minuteman Modernization Programs; Future Programs; (b) Submarine Launched
Ballistic Missiles: The SSGN Program; The Backfit Program; Basing Changes;
Warhead Issues; Modernization Plans and Programs; Future Programs; (c)
Bombers: B-1 Bomber; B-2 Bomber; B-52 Bomber; Future Bomber Plans; (4) Issues
for Congress: Force Size; Force Structure; Safety, Security, and Management
Issues. Illustrations.

The Continuing Quest for Missile Defense
Publisher Fact Sheet The definitive history of India's long flirtation with nuclear
capability, culminating in the nuclear tests that surprised the world in May 1998.

Contributions of DOE Weapons Labs and NIST to
Semiconductor Technology
"Philosophy and science"--Jacket. Bibliography: p. [242]-257. Includes index.

Nuclear Weapons
Soviet Ballistic Missile Defense and the Western Alliance
Modeling and Analysis of Conventional Defense in Europe
Yost suggests that the challenges for Western policy posed by Soviet ballistic
missile defense (BMD) programs stem partly from Soviet military programs, Soviet
arms control policies, and Soviet public diplomacy campaigns, and partly from the
West's own intra-alliance disagreements and lack of consensus about Western
security requirements.

Imperialism With Chinese Characteristics?: Reading And ReReading China's 2006 Defense White Paper
This historical research study traces and analyzes the technological development
and force deployment of US submarine-launched strategic nuclear ballistic
missiles, and the evolution of their military missions - during and after the Cold
War - from countervalue (civilian, political and economic targets) strategic
deterrence to the wider range of strategic and theater-tactical
nuclear/conventional military force targeting, characteristic of counterforce or
warfighting capabilities. Scope of this study also includes: US nuclear ballistic
missile submarine survivability against antisubmarine warfare operations, and the
role of the US fleet ballistic missile force in current 21st Century regional and
global military threat scenarios, and beyond.
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Defense Special Weapons Agency, 1947-1997 the first 50 years
of national service
Homeland Defense
Nuclear Regulatory Legislation, 109th Congress, 2nd Session
This volume is based on the assumption that Iran will soon obtain nuclear
weapons, and Jacquelyn K. Davis and Robert L. Pfaltzgraff Jr. develop alternative
models for assessing the challenges of a nuclear Iran for U.S. security. Through
three scenario models, the book explores the political, strategic, and operational
challenges facing the United States in a post–Cold War world. The authors
concentrate on the type of nuclear capability Iran might develop; the conditions
under which Iran might resort to threatened or actual weapons use; the extent to
which Iran's military strategy and declaratory policy might embolden Iran and its
proxies to pursue more aggressive policies in the region and vis-à-vis the United
States; and Iran's ability to transfer nuclear materials to others within and outside
the region, possibly sparking a nuclear cascade. Drawing on recent post–Cold War
deterrence theory, the authors consider Iran's nuclear ambitions as they relate to
its foreign policy objectives, domestic politics, and role in the Islamic world, and
they suggest specific approaches to improve U.S. defense and deterrence
planning.

The Effects of Nuclear Weapons
PRINT FORMAT ONLY NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCTOVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly reduced list price Mike Metcalf's discussion paper,
Imperialism with Chinese Characteristics, argues that China's 2006 Defense White
Paper not only explains the importance of China's continuing military buildup but
also lays the theoretical foundation of a new defense policy that seems to amount
to nothing less than imperialism.

Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence
NUREG-0980. This compilation of statutes and materials pertaining to nuclear
regulatory legislation through the 109th Congress, 2nd Session, has been prepared
by the Office of the General Counsel and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with
the assistance of staff.

Nuclear Weapons and the Future of Humanity
This book presents a collection of contributions to a workshop on "Long-teY'fr/
Development of NATO's Conventional Forrward Defense" to which the GERMAN
STRATEGY FORUM (DSF*» had invited some 50 systems analysts and defense
experts of the United States, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany
and the SHAPE Technical Centre. Held in Bonn from 2 to 4 December 1984, this
workshop was to provide a forum for the dis cussion, at a non-political expert level
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for the improvement of
NATO's conventional defense capabilities. In addition, it aimed at arriving at some
recommenda tions as to which of these proposals deserve to be studied further
and what methodological deficiencies must be alleviated and information gaps
closed for an adequate assessment. The idea to organize this workshop has been
discussed ever since 1980 with several defense systems analysts in the US and the
UK who shared the opinion that, with a view to the immense global build-up of the
Soviet threat on one hand and the stringency of defense resources in most NATO
countries on the other, there is no reason that could permit us to dismiss any
proposal promising improvement without careful study.

Detecting smuggled nuclear weapons : hearing
U.S. Nuclear Weapons Policy
The New START Treaty, signed by presidents Barack Obama and Dmitry Medvedev
in April 2010, was an important achievement. A follow-on to the 1991 START
treaty, New START commits both countries to substantial reductions in their
nuclear arsenals. Pending ratification in the Russian Duma and U.S. Senate, New
START limits both countries to 1,550 deployed strategic nuclear warheads--far
below the Cold War peak of 31,000 strategic and tactical nuclear weapons in the
United States alone. Moreover, the New START treaty furthers Obama's goal of
"resetting" U.S.-Russia relations. In just the past two years, the former adversaries
also finalized an agreement on plutonium disposition, imposed UN sanctions
against Iran in reaction to its nuclear program, and enhanced security for nondeployed tactical nuclear weapons. Despite these signs of progress, it is unwise to
be complacent. Even after the implementation of the New START Treaty, Obama's
goal of a "world free of nuclear weapons" will remain elusive--the United States
and Russia will still command enough nuclear weapons to annihilate each other
several times over. In this Council Special Report, Fellow for Conflict Prevention
Micah Zenko argues that reducing nuclear weapons stockpiles even further than
New START treaty levels--to one thousand warheads, including tactical nuclear
weapons--would be both strategically and politically advantageous. It would
decrease the risk of nuclear weapons theft and nuclear attack and increase
international political support for future U.S. initiatives to reduce or control nuclear
warheads, all while maintaining a credible nuclear deterrent. To achieve such a
significant reduction in a follow-on to the New START treaty, the United States and
Russia would need to reach agreement on three long-standing and contentious
issues. Tactical nuclear weapons deployments will be the most difficult of these
challenges, Zenko writes, since Russia has a much larger arsenal of tactical nuclear
weapons than does the United States and will therefore bear the brunt of the
tactical nuclear weapons cuts. Missile defense is the second obstacle toward
further significant nuclear reductions. Much work remains to secure Moscow's
cooperation on--or acceptance of--the project. Finally, the United States and Russia
must reach agreement on the use of nuclear vehicles for conventional weapons. It
is difficult to overstate the potential danger if either country mistook a
conventional missile for a nuclear one. Toward Deeper Reductions in U.S. and
Russian Nuclear Weapons makes a thoughtful contribution to the discussion on
how to build a stable future with far fewer nuclear weapons. With ongoing debate
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The Five Series Study
A successful terrorist attack on a facility containing nuclear weapons could have
devastating consequences. This report compares the DoD¿s and DoE¿s efforts to
protect the nation¿s nuclear weapons where they are stored, maintained, or
transported. This report: (1) compares the nuclear weapons security policies and
procedures at DoD and DoE, and the extent to which cost-benefit analyses are
required; (2) compares DoD and DoE efforts to assess threats to nuclear weapons;
and (3) identifies total current and projected funding requirements for securing
nuclear weapons, including military construction costs. The author visited sites that
store, maintain, or transport nuclear weapons. Charts and tables.

Managing the Plutonium Surplus: Applications and Technical
Options
Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on `Managing the
Plutonium Surplus: Applications and Options', London, U.K., January 24--25, 1994

Military Industry and Regional Defense Policy
The Future of U.S. Nuclear Weapons Policy
LORD CARRINGTON Secretary General, North Atla/ltic Treaty Orga/lisation In
providing a foreword to this volume, I have to declare an interest. I was, and am
still, an enthusiastic advocate of the idea of having a resident Sovietologist at
NATO headquarters, Indeed, I wondered how the work of the organisation had
been done for so long without the benefit of a resident expert on a subject of such
crucial interest. I was therefore delighted when an American academic of high
reputation, Murray Feshbach, joined us as our first Sovietologist. I was also
encouraged that he decided to organise last November a Workshop in which NATO
staff could take part and which would attract prestigious participants from all the
countries of this alliance, I saw for myself the high level of interest created by the
Workshop, and judge it to have a very considerable success, I hope there will be
other similar events in the future, There is no doubt that, in the light of the series
of developments and changes launched over recent months by Mr.

Naval Forces' Defense Capabilities Against Chemical and
Biological Warfare Threats
Russia is committed to modernizing and adding new military capabilities to its
nuclear forces. Land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) are controlled
by the Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF), and sea- and air-based strategic systems are
managed by the Navy and Aerospace Force, respectively. Russia plans to upgrade
the capacity of its strategic nuclear triad by 2020. In addition to its strategic
nuclear weapons, Russia is adding new military capabilities to its large stockpile of
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aircraft, and ground forces. The SRF operates three older ICBM systems for more
than one-half of its land-based nuclear delivery vehicles: the silo-based SS-18 and
SS-19, which respectively carry 10 and 6 MIRVs, and the single-warhead SS-25.
These systems will be withdrawn from service and replaced with newer, more
modern road-mobile and silo-based ICBMs as they reach the end of their
operational lives by 2021.China continues to modernize and add new military
capabilities to its nuclear forces by enhancing silo-based ICBMs and adding more
survivable mobile delivery systems, including four Jin class ballistic missile
submarines. China has the most active and diverse ballistic missile development
program in the world. Its ballistic missile force is expanding in both size and types
of missiles, with China developing advanced new mobile, solid-propellant ICBMs.
The number of warheads on Chinese ICBMs capable of threatening the United
States is likely to continue growing. In addition to strategic nuclear forces, China
has long maintained theater nuclear forces and is in the process of improving
delivery capabilities for these forces.China has the required industrial capacity to
enrich uranium and produce plutonium for military needs. The China National
Nuclear Corporation, the largest nuclear enterprise in China, operates several
uranium enrichment facilities organized under three plants (plants 405, 504, and
814) that primarily support the nation's burgeoning nuclear power industry, but
China could devote some enrichment capacity to support military needs. China's
plutonium production reactors (plants 404 and 821) probably ceased operation in
the 1980s; however, China's reprocessing facilities at plant 404 can extract
plutonium from spent reactor fuel if required. China's only nuclear weapon design
and production organization-the China Academy of Engineering Physics-is key in
developing and maintaining China's nuclear force. It has tens of thousands of
employees, and its scientists are capable of all aspects of nuclear weapon design
research, including nuclear physics, materials science, electronics, explosives, and
computer modeling.Contents: Global Nuclear Landscape 2018 * 2019 U.S.
Intelligence Community Worldwide Threat Assessment.

Department of Defense Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1985
For almost three quarters of a century, the United States has spent billions of
dollars and countless person-hours in the pursuit of a national missile defense
system that would protect the country from intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBM) carrying nuclear warheads. The system currently in place consists of 44
long-range antiballistic missiles stationed in Alaska and California to protect the
United States from a possible nuclear weapon carrying ICBM attack from North
Korea. After all this effort, this systemis still imperfect, being successful only 10 out
of 18 tests. This book will provide an historical description of past efforts in
national missile defenses to understand the technical difficulties involved. It will
also explain how national security concerns, the evolving international
environment, and the complexities of US politics have all affected the story. The
book will also describe the current systems in place to protect allies and troops in
the field from the threat of shorter range missiles. Finally, the book will describe
the current US vision for the future of missile defenses and provide some
suggestions for alternative paths.

The Second Nuclear Age
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In Defence Against Weapons of Mass Destruction Terrorism the editors examined
the class of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) for terrorist use, and have found
that their effects range from serious nuisance value up to catastrophic destruction
of a large urban area. There are some differences in the effects depending on
whether they are used against military or civilian targets, whether they are used
from inside the target area or outside, and between those weapons for which MOPP
(Mission Oriented Protective Posture) gear can provide useful protection (Biological
Weapons, Chemical Weapons) and those for which it often cannot (radiation,
nuclear explosions). These are useful ways to begin thinking about establishing
protocols for protecting our armed forces and the civilian population they are
sworn to defend.

Moral Principles and Nuclear Weapons
2019 Missile Defense Review
History of Strategic and Ballistic Missile Defense: Volume II
Deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the Cold War. During that period,
deterrence strategy was aimed mainly at preventing aggression against the United
States and its close allies by the hostile Communist power centers--the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and its allies, Communist China and North Korea.
In particular, the strategy was devised to prevent aggression involving nuclear
attack by the USSR or China. Since the end of the Cold War, the risk of war among
the major powers has subsided to the lowest point in modern history. Still, the
changing nature of the threats to American and allied security interests has
stimulated a considerable broadening of the deterrence concept. Post-Cold War
Conflict Deterrence examines the meaning of deterrence in this new environment
and identifies key elements of a post-Cold War deterrence strategy and the critical
issues in devising such a strategy. It further examines the significance of these
findings for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. Quantitative and qualitative measures
to support judgments about the potential success or failure of deterrence are
identified. Such measures will bear on the suitability of the naval forces to meet
the deterrence objectives. The capabilities of U.S. naval forces that especially bear
on the deterrence objectives also are examined. Finally, the book examines the
utility of models, games, and simulations as decision aids in improving the naval
forces' understanding of situations in which deterrence must be used and in
improving the potential success of deterrence actions.

National Defense Strategy
Defence Against Weapons of Mass Destruction Terrorism
The excellent quality and depth of the various essays make [the book] an
invaluable resource.It is likely to become essential reading in its field.--CHOICE
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India's Nuclear Bomb
"Gray's iconoclastic analysis, which includes a rigorous examination of the major
policy and conceptual issues associated with WMD, criticizes traditional
approaches to nonproliferation and assaults as fallacious both the aspiration to
"abolish" or "marginalize" nuclear weapons and the idea that there is a "nuclear
taboo" in universal operation. The Second Nuclear Age dares to specify the policy
merit in nuclear weapons today."--BOOK JACKET.

Department of Defense Authorization for Appropriations for
Fiscal Year 1986: U.S. Military posture
The debate about appropriate purposes and policies for U.S. nuclear weapons has
been under way since the beginning of the nuclear age. With the end of the Cold
War, the debate has entered a new phase, propelled by the post-Cold War
transformations of the international political landscape. This volume--based on an
exhaustive reexamination of issues addressed in The Future of the U.S.-Soviet
Nuclear Relationship (NRC, 1991)--describes the state to which U.S. and Russian
nuclear forces and policies have evolved since the Cold War ended. The book
evaluates a regime of progressive constraints for future U.S. nuclear weapons
policy that includes further reductions in nuclear forces, changes in nuclear
operations to preserve deterrence but enhance operational safety, and measures
to help prevent proliferation of nuclear weapons. In addition, it examines the
conditions and means by which comprehensive nuclear disarmament could
become feasible and desirable.
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